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WHERE WE ARE RIGHT NOW …

Accepting the inevitable | viruses are here to stay …
“THE CORONAVIRUS WILL BECOME ENDEMIC”
A Nature survey shows many scientists expect SARS-CoV-2 is here to stay,
but it could pose less danger over time”
Nature | Vol 590 | 18 February 2021

“The virus becoming endemic is likely, but the pattern that it
will take is hard to predict.”

AND…
• Other viral epidemics will occur in future
• This will be exacerbated with increasing pressure on the environment
and biodiversity (zoonoses)
• Climate change will contribute further impact.

The world was not prepared for this pandemic
We need to be prepared for the inevitable future epidemics

Addressing the inevitable …
THREE KEY RESPONSES:

1. The first thing we need to do is to communicate this!
- Viruses are (almost) for ever
- Everyone needs to understand about viruses and epidemics
- Everyone needs to have the necessary information to live safely

2. The next is that we need to develop resilience and adaptability
- We will need to learn how to live differently

3. And then - we need to use the opportunities for innovation
Development requires innovation

All of these require information


WHAT INFORMATION?

What information do people ask for? |
Answers to their questions
What is a virus?
What is this disease Covid-19?
What will happen to us if we get sick?
Will any medicines help?
What is a vaccine?
How does a vaccine work?
Which vaccine will work?
What is the risk?
Which news is correct?
What should we do right now?
Who should we believe?
What does the future hold?
What must we do differently?
How should our thinking change going forward?

What we do know … or do we?
“The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has brought a number of major global clinical,
sociological and economic issues into sharp focus.”
--------“In order to manage the COVID-19 pandemic, be it from a personal, national or global
perspective, we rely on a constant stream of information.
➢ A plethora of dashboards have appeared globally that convey information on the number of
people tested, those that are positive, the number of deaths and those that have recovered.
➢ This information is constantly being updated and forms the basis for important decisions
which individuals and governments make.

➢ It is assumed that this is accurate and sufficiently comprehensive to be reliable.
➢ Everything else concerning the pandemic appears to be open to interpretation.”

M S Pepper and S G Burton. https://theconversation.com/sheer-volume-of-misinformation-risks-divertingfocus-from-fighting-coronavirus-137408

What kind of information is needed?
Facts which are
Understandable and accurate
Evidence based information which is
believable
leading to formulation of
reasonable expectations
And determination of what are our
options for the future
AND…
Greater science culture, awareness
and understanding

“…increase educational and
awareness programs and
provide scientifically sound and
accessible information to the
general public…
in part to mitigate the infodemic
that erodes public trust in
vaccine and other preventative
(non-pharmaceutical) programs”.

Reasons to trust the information and the
people providing it
Viruses, variants and vaccines
Don A Cowan*, Stephanie G Burton, Edward P Rybicki, Anna-Lise Williamson, Rosemary Dorrington and
Michael S Pepper SAMJ (in press)

Giving people information
Vaccine hesitancy as an example…
• “It starts with giving people basic information about vaccines; we
sometimes underestimate how much our lexicon has changed since the
pandemic.
• There’s a lot to take in. What is a vaccine? How does it work? Why it
can save your life.
• It is important to be honest about the limitations of vaccines — no
vaccine is 100% effective and there might well be minor side effects.
• To build trust in medicine, tell people what to expect and what they can
do about possible after-effects. Remind people about how vaccines have
virtually eliminated (or at least controlled) what once were among the most
frightening of dread diseases — polio, diphtheria, mumps, measles,
chickenpox, rotavirus, whooping cough and rubella.
• Demonstrate safety by recruiting trusted people or known personalities to
take the vaccine in public.”
[J Jansen, We should have locked down education before we locked up SA, Jan 18,
https://select.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2021-02-17-we-should-have-locked-down-education-before-we-locked-upsa/?utm_source=&utm_medium=em%E2%80%A6

“Vaccine hesitancy comes from lack of information”
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

“South Africa needs a massive awareness campaign to overcome Covid vaccine
hesitancy
In the face of vaccine hesitancy, trust is a key component.
South African public figures have an important role to play as role models and
examples to others that receiving the Covid-19 vaccine is imperative for their
own health as well as the health and wellbeing of our society.
Some people are genuinely worried and concerned that a vaccine may harm them. To allay
such fears we need accurate information, clear messaging, and excellent science. Lies and
misinformation can only be countered by facts, data and solid evidence.
Traditional healers have a unique role to play in the effort to ensure the uptake of vaccines.
Social marketing and public service announcements need to start in earnest to create
awareness and interest among the public in receiving a vaccine.
We need science journalists on radio, television and print and social media to encourage
scientific mindedness
Understanding the basics of vaccinology is also helpful, as it will help the public to
understand that a vaccine cannot actually infect anyone with the virus or change their DNA.
Accurate and clear information of this nature can go a long way to counter conspiracy
theories about vaccines… ”

Mark Tomlinson and Ashraf Kagee, https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-02-10-south-africa-needs-amassive-awareness-campaign-to-overcome-covid-vaccine-hesitancy/amp/?

How much more information do we need?
There is plenty of information
• There have been dozens of studies…
• There have been 12 panels and 14 reports on
pandemic preparedness …
• More data is presented every day
People need to know how to access information
and they need to know what to believe
and they need to understand why information
changes

Information changes all the time…
Science changes because evidence changes

A key message:
Listen to the scientists
Trust the experts

Specific information helps provide clarity


WHO NEEDS THE INFORMATION ?

Sectors of the community who need information

Sectors of the community who need information
“In our communities… we feel
accommodated, informed, safe…
We learn together, we talk to each other,
we share work, we play…
We worship, we ponder, we laugh…
Our citizens read, write, converse and
value idea and thoughts…
I am not self-sufficient alone, we are selfsufficient in community”
National Development Plan [2012: p. 44].

For example,
• “rural communities” - small market towns, agri-villages, informal settlements,
farm villages and scattered homesteads in commercial farming areas
and
• displaced townships, peri-urban informal settlements, villages and scattered
homesteads in former homelands.
National Development Plan [2012: p. 44].


WHO PROVIDES THE INFORMATION?

Sources of information

Do people listen to the scientists?

Where is the voice of the scholarly community?

Official channels …
“We appreciate the fact that winning the fight to stop the spread of this virus
requires an effective communication and the massive awareness programe
[sic] without negatively impacting on governance regime of Parliament.”
Government Communication Strategy on COVID-19 28 April 2020 |
https://static.pmg.org.za/200508GCIS_Final_Presentation.pdf

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS and IINFORMATION SYSTEM (GCIS)
Responsibilities:
Media monitoring, analysis, research Communication strategizing Drafting talking points
and information products Media engagement Broadcasting via community radio.
Videography and Photography Community mobilization and outreach Information
dissemination Publishing messages on websites, social media Article writing and
publications…

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community strategy:
Infographics and key messages shared through the distribution networks
Soundbites, video clips on state of readiness shared with provinces
Information is distributed through Community Radio talk shows
Activations at Malls and Taxi Ranks, street intersections and Door to door in communities
Local Social Media awareness and
Training of government communicators.

Government Communication Strategy on COVID-19 28 April 2020: https://static.pmg.org.za/200508GCIS_Final_Presentation.pdf

Government Communication Strategy on COVID-19 28 April 2020: https://static.pmg.org.za/200508GCIS_Final_Presentation.pdf

Government Communication Strategy on COVID-19 28 April 2020: https://static.pmg.org.za/200508GCIS_Final_Presentation.pdf

What people don’t need

People will also turn to other sources of information

“… in the absence of evidence-based knowledge on vaccines made available to
ordinary people, there are any number of whackos in the wings ready and willing
to fill that gap with lies, misinformation and conspiracies …”
[J Jansen, We should have locked down education before we locked up SA, Jan 18,
https://select.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2021-02-17-we-should-have-locked-down-education-before-we-locked-upsa/?utm_source=&utm_medium=em%E2%80%A6 ]

The challenge of views from different angles

… working with multidisciplinary experts:
Virology:
Modelling:
Genetics:
Psychology:
Epidemiology:
Public health:
Armchair:

This is how it spreads
Zero is better
Lineage shows it came from travel
How people act
Who will be affected most
This is how we deal with it
You're all wrong

Andrew Kunzmann (@1987Andrewk
https://twitter.com/1987Andrewk/status/1361643941079224323?s=03


HOW SHOULD WE BE ADAPTING?

Improving pandemic preparedness and management
•

The degree of public compliance looks to be affected across the board by trust (in
public authorities, in the message and in the messengers) as an overarching factor

•

Greater trust in government leads to more compliance with health measures

•

The pandemic has given rise to an infodemic, defined as “an excessive amount of
information about a problem, which makes it difficult to identify a solution, [and which]
can spread misinformation, disinformation and rumours during a health emergency,
(…) hamper an effective public health response, and create confusion and distrust”
(WHO 2020)

•

The WHO is developing a Network for Information in Epidemics (EPI-WIN) based on
the concept of ‘trust chains’, and has set up a ‘myth-busting’ site

Improving pandemic preparedness and management
Group of Chief Scientific Advisors European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies
Special advisor to President Ursula von der Leyen on the response to the coronavirus and
COVID-19 Joint Opinion Brussels, 11 November 2020]

What is needed for the future
Building trust
• Establish systems for
– effective risk communication and
– tackling disinformation and misinformation during crises and
– strengthen the role of official sources in this regard.
• Develop communication strategies for advice and policy that are
– evidence-based
– fit for purpose
– flexible and nuanced and
– that counter stigmatising and homogenising discourses that serve
to exclude and marginalise.
Improving pandemic preparedness and management | Lessons learned and ways forward.
Group of Chief Scientific Advisors European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies Special
Advisor to President Ursula von der Leyen on the response to the coronavirus and COVID-19 Joint
Opinion Brussels, 11 November 2020]

Improved communication here at home …
1. Clear messages from Government
(We have had many unclear messages and
presentations, and the public have been
confused often – eg., next slide)
➢ Regular, professional communication,
including the media, will build trust – and
enable implementation of policies

➢ Benefits will be derived from clarity in
terms of compliance
2. Science journalists have a key role

3. The scientists need to speak out more
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Information needs to
be accessible
everywhere

Information will guide
how people adapt

In what form do communities need information?

Packaging; Pamphlets; Leaflets

Billboards; Outdoor advertising;
Noticeboards; Digital screens

Websites, Social and online
media
Artificial intelligence scanning
the social media and generating
questions and answers

TV adverts; Video advert and
strips; Video products
developed, shared for use by
Social Media and broadcasters;
Animations

Radio; Loud-hailing

Community Media; Community
radio
Recording educational
messages

Subtitles for hearing impaired

Material translated into official
languages including Kwe-Kwe
and Xun


MAKING THE MOST OF OUR OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities for innovative communication
•

Science is changing
– This is a connected and data intensive world
– Science is using data in new ways
– Technologies are linking virtual, physical and biological worlds
– Artificial intelligences are developing new knowledge

•

Open science and open access to research results and data
– Public access to, and awareness of, our research and data
– Data management

•

Inclusivity and co-creation
– Science needs to engage with regional and local communities
– Government role players can be consulted and informed

• Science engagement involves conversations
– Scientists have opinions as well as responsibility
– People are interested in those opinions

Communicating information for impact
- having inclusive conversations

https://www.rte.ie/brainstorm/2018/0417/955151-how-do-we-measure-the-impact-of-research/

Managing data and information responsibly
Managing data to advantage
– Smart repositories
– Use of AIs
– Enabling discovery and accelerating
new knowledge
– Ensuring compliance
– Optimising use of data
– Linkage to partners
– Ensuring visibility - making research
discoverable

Research integrity
– Public expectation
– Public trust
– Ethical use of data
– Cybersecurity

Building a science culture
•

•
•

Community linkages
– Rural and urban communities
Education at all levels
– Engagement with educators
Influencers
– Research experts and Public figures

“The discourse to promote and raise the
status of scientific culture is structured
around four goals:
1. Transmitting the values and skills on
which our modernity has been built;
2. Preserving the nation’s competitive edge;
3. Grasping the developments in
contemporary science as a part of
culture; and
4. Enabling everyone to play a full part in
current debates.
These goals are periodically updated and
reasserted in accordance with the
development of social, political and economic
issues. Together, they form the core of the
discourse bonding together actors and
advocates of PUS.”
SCIENCE & YOU: DEBATING SCIENCE
CULTURE RETHINKING THE CONVERSATION: 5
VIEWS | http://www.science-and-

you.com/sites/science-andyou.com/files/users/documents/actes_journee
_ouverture_scienceandyou.pdf


BUILDING AWARENESS OF KEY RELATED ISSUES
THROUGH COMMUNICATION

The immediate politics

Other key issues we need to communicate …

Five opportunities for children we must seize now
https://www.unicef.org/reimagine/five-opportunities-children-openletter?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=open-letter#climate-change

The global development agendas
• The SDGs as the development
framework
– International agenda
– Everyone’s responsibility
– Transformative change
• Southern agendas
– Climate change impact
– Food security
– African population growth
– Connectedness and
communication

In the longer term, the overarching global agenda
of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) remains relevant and important.
…. had we made more progress with achieving
some of the SDGs, the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic could have been lessened.
For example, food security…… the impact of
COVID-19 on the number of people suffering acute
hunger might have been reduced.
Research in COVID-19 times: The way forward
M S Pepper and S G Burton, SAMJ, published online, Aug 2020

Global trends that people should be aware of
Socio-political trends
• The rise of the global South
• Search for energy, food and water
security
• Resource constrained world
• Gender empowerment changing
the geopolitical landscape
Economy and demographics
• The world has become ‘flat’ due to
the ICT revolution, with
knowledge freely available
• World recession
• Youth bulge in the South
• Rapid urbanisation in the
developing world

Education
• Increased participation and diversity
• Massification of higher education
• Knowledge economy and
‘networking’ society
• ICT as tool for research and
‘blended’ modes of teaching, and
in building strategic networks
• Open education resources (OER) as
‘public good’

The most important message right now…
Stopping the Next Pandemic Starts Now
The next global health crisis is coming, and the world
needs to prepare.
By Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus and Michael R. Bloomberg
February 3, 2021, 1:00 PM GMT+2
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-02-03/tedros-adhanomghebreyesus-and-michael-bloomberg-on-stopping-the-next-covid-19

➢ More research
➢ More global surveillance
➢ More domestic data
➢ More vaccine platforms.
➢ More coordination
➢ More community engagement
and communication
➢ More primary health care

@DrTedros
and @MikeBloomberg
are right. If we don’t start preparing now
for the next pandemic, we will be caught
off guard again. Fixing primary health
care and reducing non-communicable
disease are two important steps.
Dr. Tom Frieden
@DrTomFrieden
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